Building a quiet home with USG Boral Soundstop®
The changes in our lifestyle and living habits over the past decade have meant that today more than ever, noise is intruding in our daily lives.

- Simple solutions to upgrade acoustic isolation within the home
- Soundstop® has greater sound insulating properties compared with regular plasterboard
- Systems are available with greater sound isolation performance for more sensitive areas within the home

MAIN BEDROOM
Now you can have your private sanctuary

NURSERY
Now you can be assured that they will sleep like a baby

KIDS BEDROOM
Now you can give them the freedom to be themselves

STUDY
Where undisturbed concentration is paramount

LIVING ROOM
Now you can crank up the volume

HOME CINEMA
Where great volume means great enjoyment

SALES ENQUIRIES 1800 003 377 (AU) TecASSIST® 1800 811 222 (AU) 0800 874 267 (NZ)